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ABOUT INTEZER

Founded in 2015 by a successful infosec entrepreneur and industry experts, 

Intezer has developed novel technology in the form of two disruptive cyber 

security products: Code Intelligence™ and Cyber Immune System™ - the only 

solutions to apply biological immune system concepts to cyber security. 
Through its ‘DNA mapping’ approach to code, Intezer provides enterprises with Through its ‘DNA mapping’ approach to code, Intezer provides enterprises with 

unparalleled threat detection that accelerates incident response and dramatically 

reduces false positives, while protecting against fileless malware, APTs, code 

tampering and vulnerable software.

CODE INTELLIGENCE   ™
The future of malware analysis and file investigation

Go beyond behavioral analysis with an industry-first technology 
that gets to the core of any operation. 



Imagine if you could identify the origin of every tiny piece of your code, within seconds. 

Sound like science fiction? With Intezer’s cloud-based file investigation and malware 

analysis, it’s now a reality. 

Code Intelligence™ Code Intelligence™ provides a fast, in-depth understanding of any file by mapping its code DNA at 

the ‘gene’ level--offering the most advanced level of detection that your antivirus and sandbox 

solutions simply cannot match. The intuitive and simple cloud service means you’ll be up and running 

in no time.

Code Intelligence™ Code Intelligence™ is powered by Intezer’s Genome Database, which contains diverse code ranging 

from legitimate applications from trusted vendors to commonly spread malware and sophisticated 

APTs. Our Genome Database not only enables us to identify the specific source of your code--it also 

highlights unique, never-before-seen code, which can be crucial to detecting new threats that have 

been written from scratch.

We traced major global cyber security events to their sources first.

The technology behindThe technology behind Intezer’s Code Intelligence™ has provided crucial insights and has detected 

code similarities in several high-profile cyber attack cases before leading government agencies. 

These included: WannaCry, Turla and NotPetya.

Advanced Malware Detection 

Identify any reused code within 

your organization that appears 
in known types of malware, 

including the most advanced and 

sophisticated programs. 

Rapid File Investigation

Fully understand any unknown 

binary without having an 

experienced reverse-engineer 

analyzing your code.

Memory Analysis

Analyze entire memory dumps, 

process dumps, or even fileless 

code dumped from memory 

across your network.
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